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   The game company where Yaxiu worked in his previous life is called Aurora. 

Aurora has launched a number of popular mobile games, “Aurora’s Underground Castle”, “Aurora’s 

Alienation Land”, and “Aurora’s Handbook” is just one of the company’s testing phases. New mobile 

game. 

Asia Xiu does not belong to the new game R&D department but the operation department, but he 

heard that the new game is very fun and it is expected to become popular. The boss of the planning 

department intends to let him lead a team to be responsible for the operation and planning of the 

new mobile game, so he downloaded it. The demo of the technician manual is ready to study, so as 

to contribute more surplus value faster, better and stronger in the future. 

   However, before Ya Xiu opened the game, he suddenly crossed over during overtime work all 

night. 

   Why did this mobile game travel with me? Also automatically installed in the consciousness 

light curtain? 

   Ya Xiu was surprised, but when he thought that he would have to become pork on the chopping 

board in a few days, he had no time to explore the reason for this game, and could only hope that it 

would bring miracles to himself! 



   “”Aurora’s Handbook” is currently being launched…” 

   “Checking/updating game resources for you…Unable to connect to the network, automatically 

changed to LAN mode.” 

   “Waring: The image system is missing…under repair…” 

   “Waring: The copy system is missing…under repair…” 

   “Waring: Data system is lost…repairing…” 

  「…」 

   A series of red Waring prompts swept across the light curtain like a torrent, and it didn’t stop 

until a green prompt appeared— 

   “The search system started normally.” 

   “The recharge system started normally.” 

   “Welcome to read the manual of the technician.” 

  淦! 

   The entire game can be successfully started only if the card drawing and krypton system are 

normal. It is my company! 

   Ya Xiu entered the game with a black line on his face. 

   80% of the area in the entire light curtain is blank, only the two rainbow-shining options in the 

upper right corner can interact— 



  「Material procurement」「employee search」 

Click on “Material Purchase”, the active crystal purchase option, one requires 6 points, one group 

requires 30 points, one pile requires 98 points, one bag requires 198 points, one box requires 328 

points, and one box requires 648 points. Both options have the first punch doubled… 

   Yaxiu can guess with the nails on his toes. This point is money, but Alipay didn’t follow him 

through it. Where did he get the money to recharge? 

   What does the company think, the demo of internal personnel testing, what are you doing with 

the Krypton system? Do you want to get back the wages given to us… Hey, the company really does 

this kind of thing. 

   I clicked on “Search for Operators”. It seems that because of the loss of various resources, the 

operator search interface is blank. There are only two dry options: “Search once” and “Search for ten 

times.” 

   Ya Xiu wants to draw cards to play, but he actually needs 3 source crystals to draw a card. 

How can he have the money to draw? 

   No, it costs money to draw a card for the first time in the test Demo? Who made the mobile 

game so shameless… Oh, our company made it, that’s okay. 

   Just as Adam was downhearted, the light curtain suddenly popped up a notification: “The sign-

in system has been repaired successfully, and it is connecting to the main server…Unable to 

connect to the server, it will automatically change to LAN mode.” 

   A third option appeared in the light curtain: “Login and sign in”. 

   Click to open a date table, and Ah Xiu saw that April 11 was automatically ticked in the box. 



   “Regular rationing: a source crystal.” 

   “The first sign-in ration for newcomers: a ten-year search voucher for operators.” 

   “Operators looking for credentials ten times: A license issued by the Aurora Search Department 

is used to find high-value targets in batches. You can find ten times at a time. And one operator will 

definitely be found.” 

   Although I can’t understand the exclusive terms in the introduction, these are irrelevant. As Xiu 

knows if he can escape from the Blood Moon Trial next week, he counts on this unknown game that 

accompanies him to travel! 

   Click to open the “Looking for Operators” interface and select “Looking for Ten Times”! 

  There is no fancy card issuing screen, some are just simple to the extreme card issuing list! 

   “Energy Potion”, “Energy Potion”, “Experience Potion”, “Experience Potion”… “Dead Sword 

Girl”, “Basic Combat Experience Card”, “Training Wooden Sword”… 

   shipped! 

   Then a message popped up: “The operator system has been repaired successfully. You can 

now manage your existing operators.” 

Yaxiu immediately checked the face of the card, who was a red-haired girl in a black suspender skirt 

with a pure smile like a girl next door, with her hands behind her, her long legs in black stockings 

stepping on her little leather shoes. Tilted his head and looked around, his pale red eyes were full of 

curiosity. 

   “Dead Sword Girl” 



   “Human Race · Female · 20 Years Old” 

   “Bond level: 0 (30% experience sharing 

   “Occupation: Technician Student” 

   “Occupational characteristics: learning efficiency +5%” 

   “Intrinsic talent: Swordsman (lower): additional 100% swordsmanship experience, low chance 

to gain 10000% swordsmanship experience. (The talent level can be unlocked after the strength is 

increased).” 

   “Personal stunts and dark eyes: kill the danger in the bud in advance. When the enemy has the 

intention of attacking himself, there is a certain probability to automatically counterattack based on 

the difference in the strength of the two sides.” 

   “Items held: None” 

   “Controlling Shu Ling: None” 

   “Water Faction: Not Getting Started” 

   “Training strategy: not set” 

   Ya Xiu watched for a long time, but couldn’t find where he died and was mad, and he couldn’t 

help being furious. Except for his cool name, isn’t this just a beautiful whiteboard girl Lie? 

   Don’t think that Liehui can cheat money by doing a good job, bastard! 



The initial characters that    sent can’t be used right away, so do players have to cultivate them 

slowly? The pace of life of modern people is so fast, you can make the players cool if you don’t 

come up, and you have to let the players spend time? What kind of **** game is really harmful! 

   This plan should be replaced by me, I can do it too! 

   And it’s okay to draw character trash for the first time. I can’t summon an operator to fight for 

me in reality, so I have a fart for drawing cards! 

   In a few days, I will have to go to the execution ground to become the executioner’s KPI. This 

mobile game can’t help me get out of trouble. Is it necessary for me to sign in every day before my 

death to send traffic to this junk game? It really deserves to be my company. 

Even the last hope was shattered, and Ya Xiu couldn’t help being even more discouraged. He exited 

the operator’s personal interface and saw a red dot in the upper right corner of the newly appeared 

“operator management” in the main interface. He felt a little obsessive-compulsive. It turned on 

naturally. 

   The next second, he suddenly sat up from the bed. 

  Because there are two operators in the “staff management”. 

   In addition to the newly drawn “Dead Sword Girl”, there is also a very handsome, thin young 

man in a dark trench coat— 

   “The Last Viewer” 

   “Human Race · Male · 25 Years Old” 

   “Reliability: ∞” 



   “Occupation: Cult leader/Ancient historian” 

   “Professional characteristics: blessed by the Four Pillar God, lucky check +10; easier to identify 

ancient cultural relics, ancient cultural relic identification ability +5” 

“Intrinsic Talents·Skills Manual (lower position): Register other operators in the manual, and the 

experience gained by other operators will be shared with this character in accordance with the bond 

level sharing ratio. The current manual page number is 0/1 (you can increase the strength Unlock 

the talent cap).” 

   “Personal Stunt·Exotic Soul: The effect is unknown.” 

   “Items held: None” 

   “Controlling Shu Ling: None” 

   “Summoning Faction: Not Getting Started” 

  Axiu turned his head and looked at the only mirror in the cell wall embedded in the wall. After 

comparing it with the vertical painting in the light curtain for a long time, he was completely sure that 

the ‘Last Viewer’ was him, Ash Heath! 

   Whether it is the inherent talent ‘Magician’s Manual’ or the personal stunt ‘Exotic Wandering 

Soul’, they all allude to his current situation! 

   And Ya Xiu still remembers the name of the end viewer—this is the honorific name given to him 

by the Four Pillar God cultists. 

   It sounds domineering, but it was endorsed by a group of hunters. It can be called a typical 

example of being wiped out by the police station just about to rebel. 



   I didn’t expect that this would actually become his code name in the game. It is not very 

harmful, and it is very insulting. 

   But what’s the matter with this dark trench coat, Ah Xiu can’t remember wearing it, thinking it 

might be Heath’s favorite dress? Then his aesthetic is really bad. 

   Ya Xiu looked at the interface of Dead Sword Princess again, stared at the ‘30% experience 

sharing’ in the bond level and thought for a long time, knowing that this might be his only chance to 

escape from prison! 

  If he guessed correctly, when he cultivated the “Dead Swordsman” in the game, he himself 

could obtain 30% of the experience points of the “Dead Swordsman”! The stronger the sword girl is, 

the stronger he is! 

   Hope is ignited again, and Ya Xiu cheered up and checked the other garbage he had just 

drawn out: 2 energy potions, 2 experience potions, 1 training wooden sword, 1 elementary battle 

card, and 2 trial cards. 

   “Energy Potion”: In the training action, an action point is added for the operator, which lasts for 

seven days. 

   “Experience Potion”: In the training action, the skill experience gained by the operator +10% for 

seven days. 

   “Training Wooden Sword”: After the operator is equipped, the experience value gained by 

swordsmanship training is +15%. 

   “Elementary Combat Card”: After the operator uses it, he will arrange combat training to gain a 

lot of experience for seven days (risk: low). 



   “Elementary Trial Card”: Allow operators to obtain a trial and gain varying amounts of 

experience. Each operator can only use it once a week. 

   are all for training, just in line with Asia’s heart, and it would be useless for Asia to take out 

items that increase combat power. 

   But why is there a low-risk reminder behind this combat experience card… 

   He clicked on the cultivation strategy of Dead Sword Fairy, and found that there are still many 

particularities: 

   “Dead Sword Girl” 

   “Current mood: 5 (experience bonus 0 

   “Optional actions: rest, entertainment, training, trial” 

   “Rest: consume an action point to restore a certain amount of mood.” 

   “Entertainment: consumes two action points to restore a lot of mood.” 

   “Training: Consume an action point to train for a specific faction.” 

   “Battle: It consumes an action point and requires the use of specific items.” 

   “Trial: No action points are consumed, specific items are required.” 

   “Daily action points this week: 2 points (you can use 1 energy potion to increase 1 action 

point).” 



   “It turns out that you have to consider the mood of the operators. The better the mood of the 

operators, the better the effect of training. Relaxation and the combination of work and rest are the 

foundation of education…” 

   Ya Xiu admired this humane training system very much. UU read www.uukanshu.com and 

chose to equip the Dead Berserker with the “Training Wooden Sword”, consume 1 bottle of energy 

potion, and fill up 3 action points! 

   “Training Strategy: Training, Training, Fighting”! 

   “Trial Project of the Week: Swordsmanship”! 

   “I’m going to be executed, there is no time to care about your feelings as a paper man!” 

   When Adam pressed OK in the “Training Strategy” interface, a prompt popped up in the light 

curtain: “Whether to activate the end-watcher’s inherent talents and register the Dead Swordsman in 

the Wizard’s Manual?” 

“Ah, yes, I almost forgot to bind Sword Fairy. Fortunately, the game reminds me. Wouldn’t it be a 

waste of training?” Ya Xiu exclaimed, now his life is like a candle in the wind, but he can’t stand the 

waste of time. , Every income must be squeezed as clean as possible. 

   “Are you sure you want to log the Dead Sword Princess into the wizard’s manual? Note: This 

operation is irreversible.” 

“determine”! 

   “Successful registration of operator bond. Training is in progress, and the schedule is being 

arranged…” 



   “Building a trial scene…The scene material is missing, and it is being automatically 

completed… Available scenes are searched, and they are being occupied…” 

   “The trial object is missing, it is being automatically completed… Available objects are 

searched, and extracting…” 

   Looking at the news in the game, Ya Xiu had nothing to do for a while. Perhaps today’s big ups 

and downs were too stimulating. As soon as he relaxed, he felt sleepy, as if his whole strength had 

been taken away, and his eyelids kept fighting. 

   Before his head touched the pillow, Ya Xiu fell asleep. 

at the same time. 

   In another place far away, there was a three-hour time difference from where Ya Xiu was. 

   A young girl who fell asleep early with skin care and beauty, suddenly found herself waking up 

in her dream. 

 


